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CLASS NUMBERS OF TOTALLY IMAGINARY QUADRATIC

EXTENSIONS OF TOTALLY REAL FIELDS

BY

JUDITH S. SUNLEY(l)

ABSTRACT.  Let  K be a totally real algebraic number field.  This paper pro-

vides an effective constant   C(K, h)  such that every totally imaginary quadratic

extension  L   of  K with  h.   = h  satisfies   \d. \ < C(K, h) with at most one pos-

sible exception.

This bound is obtained through the determination of a lower bound for

L(\, X) where   X   is the ideal  character  of K  associated to L.   Results of Rade-

macher concerning estimation of L-functions near  s = 1  are used to  determine

this lower bound.  The techniques of Tatuzawa are used in the proof of the main

theorem.

I. Introduction.  Let  K be an algebraic number field.  The class number, h„,

oí K is one of the most important invariants  of K.  For example, the ring of inte-

gers, U„, of  K is a unique factorization domain if and only if A„ = 1.  Moreover,

the degree of the  maximal unramified abelian extension of K is precisely ¿>„.

Because of the importance of the class number, the problem of determining the

class number is of central interest in algebraic number theory.

In general the determination of the class number of an arbitrary algebraic

number field is not an easy task.   There exist formulae for determining the class

numbers of real and imaginary quadratic fields, but the problem of determining the

class number of an arbitrary number field is still beyond the scope  of contempo-

rary  number theory.

Gauss, in his Disquisitiones arithmeticae [4], did extensive computations of

the class numbers of real and imaginary quadratic fields. His tables suggest the

following conjectures:

I. There are exactly 9 imaginary quadratic fields of class number 1, namely

those with discriminants ¿K = — 3, — 4, — 7, — 8, — 11, - 19, - 43, - 67, — 163-

II. If h is a given positive  integer, there exist only finitely many imaginary

quadratic fields of class number h.

III. There exist infinitely many real quadratic fields of class number 1.
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After many years of investigation, conjectures I and II have been proven, but

conjecture III is still open. Conjecture II follows easily from the theorem of Siegel

[l7] which asserts

^ghK-log\dK\U2       (as   |rfK|—»)

where ~ denotes the asymptotic equivalence.  It might be hoped that conjecture I

would follow directly from II, but the only known proofs of Siegel's theorem are

noneffective.  The best one can do in improving Siegel's results is the result of

Tatuzawa [22] who generalized earlier results of Heilbronn and Linfoot [lO] to

show that

\dK\ <2100 h\ iog(13V

for any imaginary  quadratic field with at most one exception.  The result of Heil-

bronn and Linfoot is the special case hK = I  which implies,  upon inspection of

tables, that there are at most 10 imaginary  quadratic fields of class number 1.

Conjecture I has recently been proven by Stark [l8].  Stark's proof completely

bypasses the result of Heilbronn and Linfoot and proves directly that there are

precisely nine imaginary quadratic fields of class number one.  The methods used

by Stark to  settle conjecture I do not apply directly to the determination of all

imaginary quadratic fields of arbitrary  class number h.  However, in 1970, Baker

[l], Goldstein [6], and Stark [19] reduced the determination  of all imaginary quad-

ratic fields of class number two to a finite computation.  Precise numerical com-

putations have since been carried out and the class number 2 problem is now com-

pletely settled with independent  solutions by Stark and Baker. This paper proceeds

in a  slightly different direction in the generalization of known  results about class

numbers.  Let  K be a totally real algebraic number field.  Then there are only fi-

nitely many totally  imaginary  quadratic extensions  L  oí  K having a given class

number.   This is an  immediate result of the Brauer-Siegel theorem  and the fact

that the free parts of the unit groups  of  K  and  L  have the same rank (see Gold-

stein [5])-  We will consider the following

Problem. Determine effectively all totally imaginary quadratic extensions of

K having a given class number.

This problem is extremely difficult as can be evidenced by the fact that even

in the case  K = Q it has been solved only for class numbers  one and two.  There-

fore this work should only be considered as a first step in the  solution of the pro-

blem.  The main result is a generalization of Tatuzawa's theorem.

Main Theorem.   Let  K be a fixed totally  real algebraic number field and let

L  be a totally imaginary quadratic extension of K  having conductor   f.    and class

number h.   Then there exists an effectively computable constant c = ciK, h) such

that N f,   < c, with the possible exception of one field L.
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This result has a number of applications.  To begin with, it can be used to

give an effective classification of all fields  L  having class number one in the

case where  K is normal over Q.  This has recently been carried out by Goldstein

[7].  In the same paper Goldstein  shows that  if  K is a real  quadratic field whose

fundamental unit has norm — 1, an effective classification of all fields  L having

class number two can be obtained.

Throughout this paper, unless explicitly stated otherwise,   K is assumed to

be a totally real algebraic number field of degree 72 > 2   with discriminant d.  y

is the real  ideal character of  K associated to some totally imaginary quadratic ex-

tension  L of K; it is primitive modulo the ideal   f;  k will denote |/Vf«rf|. £„(s)

is the Dedekind zeta function associated to K; £(s) is the Riemann zeta function.

L(s, y) is the series associated to K and x given by L(s, y) = 1    •)(&■)/NUS.

The method of proof in this paper revolves on determining a lower bound for

L(l, y)   and using this to obtain an upper bound for the class number of L.  In

order to determine the lower bound for L(l, y) it is first necessary to determine

an upper bound for L(s, y) in some region about 5=1.  This is done by using

estimates obtained by Rademacher developed by applying the Phragmen-Lindelöf

results to the gamma function [14].

In my initial work on this problem, the upper bound for L(s, y¿) was obtained

through an effectivization of Landau's results on ideal character sums [12]. The

result is the following:

Theorem 1.1.  Let U(x) = 1N%<X 1, U(x,y) = lNa<x X^-   Then for K any

arbitrary algebraic number field of degree 72 > 2 and discriminant d,

(1) |n(x) - bxx\ < e28-2n+Hn + l)5(n+D/2|¿|l/(«+l) {ogn |¿|  . x(»-l)/(«+l).

(2) |II(*, X)|  < e28'2"* (n + l)5H/2 + 7/2jfel/(n+l) log« k  . x(n-l)An+l).

where hu is the residue of £K(s) at  s = 1,   ^   is an ideal character over K primi-

tive modulo   f and k= \N'\.d\.

The proof of this theorem is to be found in [20].  As it is long, and can be

circumvented through the use of Rademacher's results, the proof is not given here.

In any case, the constants yielded by this method were not as small as those now

obtainable.  The results of this paper have been reported in the Bulletin of the

American Mathematical Society [21].

II.  Preliminary steps.

Lemma 2.1.  Let  K be an arbitrary algebraic number field of degree n > 2

and discriminant  d with hi<  the residue of C¡Ás) at s = 1.   Then hn <

22"e^(1.3f + 1log"_1|¿K|.  // K is a totally real field, then hK < 2"e^(1.3)" + 1log"-1 |rf   |.
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Proof.  In the standard terminology,  let

hK = 2riJtr2n2hR/cù\f\d\

where r 1 is the number of real conjugates of K,  r    is half the number of complex

conjugates of K, h is the class number of  K,  R is the regulator of K, and oj is

the number of roots of unity   of K.   From Landau [ll, p. 74] we see for s real and

greater than one

(1) 2rHR/co < Asris/2)riTis)r2sn+1/is - l)"-1

where  A = \d\Vl/2TV/2. In equation (1) set 5=1 + l/log \d\.  Since n > 2,  s > 1.

Clearly A < \d\Vl.  Then

2lHR

.(A _M' log—H

This implies

h

(2)

•^T771   ' V   V2     2log\d\J)   V   \        log |^| /7

. /l+ _i-)"*   log"-Vl
V        log \d\)

< (277)"e1/22" (l +-L-Y+ log"~ VI
V     log 3 /

<22"77"c1/2(1.3)"+1log"-1|i/|.

In case  K is totally real, r. = n, r   - 0 and equation (2) yields  ¿k <

2"^(1.3)" + 1log"-1|¿l-    a

Lemma 2.2.  In the strip — r] < a < I + r];  0 < r¡ <y2, the  Dedekind zeta func-

tion Ci<-(s) belonging to the arbitrary algebraic number field K of degree n and

discriminant d satisfies the inequality

KK0OI<3
1 +s

1 -s

u_Lfjy
277     /

n\(l + 7,-cr)/2

cn +T,)".

Proof.  See [14, p. 200].    D

Lemma 2.3.  Let  K be a totally real field of degree n > 2 and discriminant

d.  Let \ be an ideal character over K primitive modulo the  ideal  \.   Then
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I      l        " )(l+V-°-)/2

\L(s,X)\<cd + ,)"-=- n \1+s\\

in the strip —q<o-<l + r¡,  0 < 77 < % where  k = \N\. d\.

Proof.  Follows from [14, p. 204] and the fact that x is an ideal character and

therefore of finite order.    □

Theorem 2.4.   Let H(s) be regular for \s - s  | < r, and H(s ) / 0.  Suppose

\H(s)/H(s0)| < eM  in  \s - sQ\ < r and suppose H(s) has no zeros in the right

half of this circle.   Then

_S4'(S0,+   Z»^<^(lA2-loSL)")
H p      so~P       r   \       V   ro        ro/     '

where p runs over the zeros of H(s)  in  \s — s   |<r.<r counting multiplicities.

Proof. See Tatuzawa [22, p. 169].    □

III.  A lower bound for L(l, y)-  Let P = Q(V~ d) be an imaginary quadratic

field of discriminant — d.   Then the L-series  L(s, -y) associated to F is given by

00

Us,X)=  £   y(n)n-s      (K(S)>1)

77 = 1

where  ^(tj) = (——)   is the Kronecker symbol.  A classical theorem of Dirichlet

asserts that L(l, y) = nhp/\jd.  Therefore, if one could establish a lower bound

for L(l, \) it would be possible to determine all those  F for which hp < h.

Such lower bounds were found by Landau and Hecke on the assumption of a

weakened form of the Riemann hypothesis dealing with the real zeros of L(s, y).

Later Siegel [17] proved that, for e > 0\ there exists c(e) such that L(l, y) >

c(()/\d\ .   In fact, Siegel's proof is valid for any real Dirichlet character x ¿ Xq-

However, the constant c(e) cannot be effectively computed using Siegel's methods.

The essential achievement of Tatuzawa [22] is to compute c(e) tot all real Dirichlet

characters with one possible exception.  In this section we will generalize

Tatuzawa's result.

Applying the decomposition of the Dedekind zeta function of K and L into

a product of L-series to a well-known lemma [13, pp. 133—137] used in proving the

Brauer-Siegel theorem, we find that for e > 0, there exists c(K, í) such that

L(l, y) > c(K> ()/k(.  As in the special case  K = Q, the constant c(K, t) is,ineffec-

tive. In this chapter we will effectively compute c(K, e) tot all real X ¿ Xn w'tn

one possible exception.

This section is divided into three parts.  In the first, two functions are in-

troduced which are of primary importance to the proof.  Their Taylor and Dirichlet

series expansions are then  considered.   In the second part,   some information on
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the real zeros of these functions is obtained.   The third part makes use of the infor-

mation  on the zeros to obtain the  lower bound for  L(l, %).

3.1.  The functions Fis) and Gis).  Define

(1) Fis) = CK(s)Lis, X);

(2) G(s)~CK(s)Lis, Xl)L(s, x2)Lis, XlX2>>

where  X' X:  an(^ Xj are rea^ ideal characters of the field K determined by some

totally imaginary quadratic extensions  L, L ., and  L    of K which are primitive

modulo   f,  f,, and   \. respectively.  It should be noted that both Fis) and Gis)

have poles of order one at  s = 1 and are regular elsewhere.

We are particularly interested in the Dirichlet and Taylor series expansions

for  Fis) and Gis).  Write  Fis) = 2~ . a,rs for a > 1 and  Fis) = 2°°  . a* (2 - s)m

for  |2 — s\ < 1.  Then it is easily seen that a* = 2J°_1(i7; log"1/)// m!.  Likewise

writing Gis) = 2~ j A,/-* for a > 1 and G(s) = 2~=Q A* (2 - s)m for  [2 - s\ < 1,

we find A* =2!° .(A, log"2/)//2m!.
m z=l      z      °

Lemma 3.1.1.  /« the above expansions, a. > 0 arzzi A, > 0 /or a// /.   Further-

more, if I = (/V)2" /or N £ Z+, ,Ae« a/ > 1 íw¿ A¿ > 1.

Proof.  The proof of this lemma is obtained by examining the Euler product

representations of the Dedekind zeta function and the L-series which are valid for

o > 1.  In particular

and

GU)= ni1
XiWVV,    Xj»)\'l(1    XiX2(®)

-i

A/®* J     \        A/®s   /     \       N®s /      \ N®s

Let us examine  the product fot  Gis) for some given prime  ®  under the possible

conditions on  y.   and  x2-   Let

g(s, ®) = Ki - rv@-s)(i - x,(®W®~s)(i - x2(©)n®-s)U - XiXtW^®-5)!-1.

(1) Xi(®) = X2(@)= L Then

oo

g(s,®)=(l-/V@-S)-4=-     £   (ra+l)(z7Z+2)(TO + 3)/V®-mS.

6  m=0

(2) One of y (S) or x/®) 's  "~ ^  anc* tne otner is either + 1.   Then

oo

g(.s,®) = (l-/V®-2s)-2 =   X <« + l)N@~2ms.

m = 0
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(3) One of Xi(®) or X2(®) is  ° and the other is  l> ~ l> or °-  Then

rx>

g(s, @) = (l _ N®-s)~2 = £ {m + l)N®~ms,

m=0

1-2S\-1   _      V     A,ffl-2mSg(s,®)=(l-N®-2s)-1 =   Y.  N®'

m = 0

g(s,®)=(l-N®-s)-1 =   £ N®-

777=0

respectively.   Thus in all  cases,

oo

g(s, ®)=  £ M®, m)/V®_

777=0

where M@, ?7z) > 0.  Thus it is easily seen by examining II    g(s, ®) that b.>0

for all /.  Similarly it is easily shown that a. > 0 for all /.

To prove the second part of the lemma it suffices to note that since  K has

degree 72 over Q any  / of the form (zV)" is the norm of some ideal from K. Since

in all the cases given above, any term of the form (N®)~ ' s has coefficient at

least one, the /th term in the Dirichlet series expansion has  a. > 1  (or alterna-

tively b. > l) whenever I - N n for some  N £ 1 +.  The above analysis in the case

K = Q is due to  Estermann [3].    □

This information about a. and  b.  allows us to make some estimates on par-

tial sums  in the Taylor series expansions for real 5 such that V: < s < 1.

(1)

1                               r-1    «    fl,logm /

_a _n/_i im.
777=0 777=0     /=1

■ 1        rx.

V   f    (2* lQg /r (2 - sT = E(r, s).
m=0 Í7l       Z4"'"!

Inequality (1) holds because of Lemma 3.1.1.  Likewise, lrm_0 b* (2 - s)m > E(r, s)

for any positive integral r.

Lemma 3.1.2.   For %<s<l,  s real,

1 £(2«s) - 1  /27ze(2 - s)log q V

(272S-DC72"5-1 V2'T

/or czTzy positive integral q and r.
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Proof.

E{us)= ¿ z(27ziog/r(2-sr

m = 0  1 = 1

^ expj27z(2 - s) log / j      ( 1     2?ze(2 - s

/ = 2 (        V2''"'

)log g r

(see [22, p. 171])

> yr2ns-(y r2ns\\-^(—-—Z-iL^êj\l

i=i J = 2

> ¿(2w) -
7^(2z2s) - 1 /2nei2 - s) log z/

(2tzs - l)q2n2ns-\ 2rn

for any positive integers  q and r.    D

3.2. TAe zeros F(s) and G(s).

Proposition 3.2.1.   Let 0 < e < l/in + l), and let k>e2.  Suppose  L(l, x) <

.948e/4in + l)2hKk(.   Then Fis) has a real zero in  1 - e/4in + l)2 < s < 1.

Proof.  Consider the circle  C.  determined by  \s — 2| = in + 2)/in + l).  On

this circle a > in — l)/in + l).  Take r¡ = Y2 in Lemmas 1.2 and 1.3.  Then on the

circle  Cj,

/,\ ,     (   |     ., i l/2+l/2(n+l)
s + 1

5  -1

IaklO^I <^/2(i.3)-\3„/n^        t      l/4

s - 1 |s - 1| \n7

by Lemmas 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3.   Although the lemmas do not apply to all points on

the circle, the points of largest absolute value for the functions lie within the

range of application of the lemmas.  Thus

|F(s) -AkL(1, x)/is - 1)|

<8.32" + 1^/3+1(«+l)(2A)"/4log"-Vl^1/2+1/(" + 1)-

The function  Fis) - ¿kL(1, xVU - l)  is regular since  ¿k is the residue of

CKis) at  s = 1.   Thus the inequality must also hold inside the circle   C r

By Taylor's theorem,
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F{s) _ *«L(1> *} =   £ (a*m - bKL(l, X))(2 - s)m
S-1 777=0

for  |s — 21 < 1.  But since the  left-hand side of the equation is regular, the Taylor

series expansion on the right is valid for   |s — 2| < 2.   Thus by Cauchy's inequality,

|cz* - L(l, x)bx\ <8.3n+len/i+1(n + l)(±\      log"+1 |¿|¿1/2+1/("+1)( 111 1

= a1log«-1K|./feI/2+1/(«+1)(^±i)'B

where ay = 2"/4 + 33"+ 1e"/3+ Hn + lU""74.

Rewriting the above information, for s real and  1 — l/(?2 + l) < s < 1,

F(s) > L(1' *)hK +   Y a* (2- s)m - hKL(l, x) T  (2 - s)
s - 1 .   m L        „

777=0 77!=0

+ Z K - hKL{1' x)!(2 - s)"
m-r

ÚX, X)hK       V     *io        \m      i   ,/,       ,(2-s)r-l
>-^-- +  2^ fl* (2 - 5)    + ¿kL(1, x)

s - 1 ~    m s - 1
777=0

-(a. logn~l\d\ . ¿i/2+l/(«+D) f  /_J_f-V
mt\(«+2)/(» + l)J

E(r,s)-h^X*2-s)T
1  -  s

-(a. log""1 H  • ¿l/2+l/(77+l))(2 _ sy(lzl\(l _(2-s)(n + 1)Y]

\n + 2 J \ 72 + 2 /

for any positive  integer r.

In particular, for  s = 1 — é/4(t2 + l)  ,

P(l--L-\>E(r,l_L\_h*lAxY*-r
\ 4(72 + l)2/ \ 4(72 + 1)2; 1-5

-(«,  log"K|   , ^1/2^/(77+1)) (2_ ^r/^VA _ (2- S)(« + D\

for all positive integral r.  Take r = [22(n + l)2 log k], and take  cy = [e2] in the

expression for E(r, s).  Then
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EA   1-__1—\>E(r, 1)
\ 4in + l)2J

> ¿-(2  ) - l - ¿Q")-1  (2ne^2 -Dlog ? Y
6   "   ~(2zz-A)92*-1_    V2^T      V /

1 ¿(4) -1 /        2zzc . 2        A(n+D2 log */ 2zze . 2 V

2(72 +l)V277log  k   \22(Z2 + D2   log   k)

1 C(4)-l /_     _e_  \4<»H

3-73     2(« + DV277 log ¿ \(« + 1) log k /

>l-     ,3

1 .09 /e\361ogfe

3 A3      2(77+1)^/277"   W

-±-    ■        -°9   _ (f V > .998.
>(« + l)\/2n- W

1 .09 /e\36

1029      2(n + lty2;

Moreover,

(2  -s)r< (2 _s)4(n+D2logfe

= exp!4(7Z + l)2log¿ • log (2 -s)\ = /e4(n + l)2log(2-5).

and

((» + l)/(« + 2)r = expir log ((« +l)/(« + 2))}

<expi(4(rz + l)2 log k -l)log((n + 1 )/(« +2))!

<(»+2)/(« + l)¿4(»+l>2log<(»+l>/<n+2»

Therefore,

F
(1_4(/+1)2)

998     ^L(l,xH4("+1)2'°8(2-5)

1-s

-ß     lo   "_1|í/|   . ^l/2+lAn+n/^J^\ze4(n+l)2ílog(2-S)+log((n+l)/(rz+2))|(2J^)_

/AkL(1, yHf\
> .998 - ( -   ' *  .

\e/4(« + l)2 /

(rz+2)3 „-1,ji       , 1/2+1/(rz+l) + 4(n+l)2 íe/4(rz+l)2+log ((rz+l)/(n+2))!
— z7, -T loe «    ■ «

x(« +1)2   ë

Substituting in the value  of flj, we find
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a      (n  +  2)3   ,77-1 in /t¿l/2+l/(77+l)+4(77+l)2!í/4(77+l)2+l0g((77+l)/(n+2))i
1(72+1)2        g '     '   '

< exp Slog flj  + (72 - 1 )log log 1^1+ Í y +- ) log k

< exp <loe o, + log (72 + 2) + 2 log   1 h-
-\61 6 6 (b +1)

+ ^T—   log \d\   +   ( -    +   -7    +   f + 4(72 + 1 )2-— )   log   A
2 \ 2       72 + 1 2(« + 1 )   /

-4(72 + 1) log   A

<exp|4.3 + 4.572+ Í5/2 +l/(n+l) + («-l)/2 + f - 4(72 + 1)} log ¿}

<exp{4.5(« + D- (772/2 -4/3)log k\

< expj- 2.5« + 1.8}    since  k > e2;

<expi-3.2}.

Therefore,

V1       4(72 + 1)7
> .998

> .948

4(t2 + 1)2L(1, X)kehK

4(n + l)2L(¡, x)kehK

■3.2

If L(l, x) < -948f/4(72 + l)2hxke, then  F(s) > 0.   But    lims j - F(s) = - oo.   Thus

F(s) must have a real zero in   1 - <r/4(?2 + l)2 < s < l  for all  0 < e < l/(n + l).     O

Proposition 3.2.2.  For 0<(< l/(n + l),  Xj» X2' X1X2 nonprincipal, and kx

> e2, k2 > e2,

G(s) > .948 - hKL(l, x,)L(l, x2)L(l, Xlx2)A4(,,+1)2(1-s)/(l -*)

for real s  in the interval   1 — e/4(z2 + l)    < s < 1.

Proof.  As before, let  C,  be the circle  \s — 2\ = (n + 2)/(n + l).  Let P =

L(l, xx)L(l, X2^^1> XiX2^-  Then using Lemmas 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3, on  CJ;

/2-cr)/2|1  +s|"(3-2o)(27r)"(2a"~3);|G(s)|-3C(f)41iT;K"2)3/2"aH

and
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A/cP

s-1

2"e^(1.3)"A log"-1 |z/|C(3'/2)3"77-3"/4U1>fe2)i-

|S  - 1|

Thus

Gis)-
hxP

s - 1 h <c 2       s|n-2n/(n+l)+l2"+l

U1/fe2)1/2+1/(»+1)|í/|1/4+1/2(»+1)log'I-1K|;

<(« + l)34"|5/2r-2"/("+1)+12" + IU^2)1/2+1/("+1)    |¿|1/4+1/2("+1)log"|z/|.

Employing the technique of Lemma 3.2.1 with r = [4in + l)   logi/êj&J] we obtain

the desired result.     □

Proposition 3.2.3.  Gis) has at most two zeros in the interval   1 —

l/24(/2.+ l)2logUj£2) < 5 < 1 for kv k2 > e2("+ l) and Vj, x2> and X\X2 not

the principal character.

Proof.   Let s   = 1 + l/23(n + l)   log(/ë,/ë2).  Let the circle  C2 be given by

\s — s  \ = s    — n/in + l).  Define the function

His) = is -l)CKis)Lis, Xl)Lis, X2)E(s, X,X2) = (s -DGis).

Then  His) is a  regular function.  On the circle   C2, using the Lemmas 2.1, 2.2,

and 2.3,

(1)    \His)\ < 3£(3/2)4"|l ■+ s\ikxk2)->!2-a\d\^'2-a)'2 • ¡1 + s|"«-2ir)(2zr)"(2or-3).

At the point s

1 1
(2)

w(so>      ls0 " *l KkM lL(s0' Xi)| lL(50' X2)| \Us0, XlX2)\

Recall the analysis of Lemma 3.1.1 which determined that the coefficients of the

Dirichlet series for G(s) were positive or zero.  This implies that G(sQ) > 1  since

the coefficient of the first term is   1 and sQ is real.  Thus

\CKisQ)Lis0, Xl)Lis0, X2)U5o' XiX2)| > !

=-l/|L(50,x,)L(s0,x2)E(s0,XiX2)| <CKi^0).

Putting this information together with (2), we find

(3)
\CKis0)\

\His0)\  - \s0-l\\CKis0)\ -\s0-l
-- <23(tz + l)2logU1-fe2).
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Combining inequalities (1) and (3) we have

\H(s)/H(s0)\ <3£(3/2)4n\l +S|"<3-2ff>+1(¿1¿2)3/2-°"|ci|(3/2-<T)/2

(2ír)"(2<T-3)8(72 + l)2logU1/é2)

for s on  C,.  Thus on this circle, by the methods of the preceding lemmas,

\H(s)/H(s0)\ <exp,(l5/4)(;2 + l)logU1¿2)}

since log(&,&,) > 4(t2 + 1 ).  Clearly H(s) has no zeros in the right half of the in-

terior of C..  Therefore,  applying Lemma 1.4, we find

2   •  (l5/4)(« + l)logU1z42)   / )      S0- 72/(72+1) /s0-72/(«+l)\j-l

s0- 72/(72 + 1) \        I r0 \ rQ j\

where p runs over the zeros of H(s) in  |s — sQ\ < rQ < r counting multiplicities.

Thus

-^ + \-^ß(s0)-^(s0,Xl)-^(sotX2)-%^(s0,Xlx2)\
s0-l     I        CK L L L \

P     \so-P,

(4) (30/4)(n +l)log(k1k2)

!/(« + !) + l/2i(n + lYlog(klk2)

2s0-l/(fl + l)       (s0-

Now  s    is real and greater than  one.   Thus the  quantity in brackets in inequal-

ity (4) is in fact positive.  Therefore,

i- +   z *(JL
-1 p       \so-

(30/4)(t2 + l)log (kxk2) /        /  s0 - n/(n + 1 ) /s0 - n/(n +

50-B/(B + i)     v+ v    ~o       log v    ~0

so-:1        P       \so-P,
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implies

E *(—
p Vo-

H(p)=0; \s0 - p|<r0<sn - n/(n+l)

1 i3Q/4)in + l)logiklk2)

s0 - 1 s0 - n/in + 1)

! + (2 so~n/{n + l) log /S_ - "/(w + l)X '

30 / /     Sn-7Z/(7Z+1) /s     -77/(72 + 1)\\-1\
<^(« + l)2log(A1A2)i2+f2-2—- los("^- ))     )

Let

1 1
-  +   -

\23(z7 + l)        2Ain + l)2/ logik^)

Then

P      \so-

< 1°_ («+l)2logU1A2)(2 +
(5) P      \so~Pj       4 \      25(72 + l)logU1A2)

< 16(n + l)2log(¿1¿2).

Suppose there were 3 zeros of Gis) with  l/24(« + l)   logU./« ) < a < 1.  Then

-1

1 \ 1
+

I)2       2Hn+lY/logik1k2)\

>3) -1-  [ >16(b+1)2 log (*.*,).
/24(r2+l)2logU1/fe2) J

This is a contradiction to (5).  Therefore there are at most two zeros of G(s) with

a in the desired interval.     □

3.3. The lower bound for L(l, x).

Theorem 3.3.1.  Let e < minil/(« + l), 4(72 + l) a], where   1 — a is the largest

real zero of C^s^-  Assume that log k > max[2(?z + l), l/e\.   Then

Lil, x)>.85e/4(«+l)5n/2K1/8+f¿/<

except, possibly, for one exceptional character x-
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Proof. Suppose there exist Xl a"d X2 such that L(l' X? K ■85f/4(?2 + l)5"/2k1/8+ehK.

Then by Proposition 3.2.1,  L(s, x,) and L(s, x2> have real zeros in the interval

1 — e/4(n + l)    < s < 1  since by hypothesis   ¿"„(s) has no zeros in the interval.

Thus  G(s) has at least two real zeros counting multiplicities in  1 — e/4(n + l)   <

s < 1.  Let Sj = 1 - 1/(24(t2 + l)2log k^J and «2 = 1 - e/4(z2 + l)2.  Then with

P = L(l,x1)L(l,X2^(l,X1X2)'

feKPU1*2)4(B+1)2(1-il) , ,    h Wl ,(*1*2)4^1)2(1-J1)
- AKL(l,x1)La,X2^1.XiX2) —

1   -Sj 1 -Sj

7l/£<¿KL(l,x1)ai,X2)5n^"/8Ui^)
/8Uj7fe2)

4(77+1 )2(1-S,)

1-5,

where the final inequality is obtained  using Lemma 2.3 with  rj = l4.

Then substituting the value of s     and noting  k{ > e    (,

¿KP(41/fe2)4(n+1)2(1-Sl)/(l   -Sj)

< hK2% + l)25n7r-"/8e1/4log U^2)U^2)1/8L(1, Xj)L{1, X2>

< ((.85)2log(¿1^2)f2)/(¿1^2)fAK by the hypothesis on L(l, xt) and L(1,'X2)

< (.85)2 • 4/(e2hK log (kxk2)) (see  [22, p. 177])

<.85.

Thus  G(s ) > 0.  In a similar manner G(s2) > 0.

Now

G(s) > .948 - ¿KP/fe4("+1)2(1-s)/(l - s);

and  G(s  ) and  G(s A ate positive.  Since the function  x^   ~s'/(l — s) is convex

for ß > 0 and 0 < s < 1,  G(s) is concave in the interval s   < s < s    and there-

fore must be positive throughout this interval.   This implies that there are at least

two real zeros of G(s), counting multiplicities, to the right of  s      If there were

only two such zeros, this would imply  lim   _^, _ G(s) > 0.   But  lim      ._ G(s) = — oo.

Thus we have a contradiction to the fact that there are only two zeros.  There must

be at least three zeros of G(s) to the right of s     But this  contradicts Proposi-

tion 3.2.3-  Thus with at most one possible exception, for k sufficiently large,

L(l, X) > .85e/4(?2 + l)5"/2¿1/8 + e¿z<.  (Note this holds for any totally real alge-

braic number field K with x a real ideal character.)

IV. Generalization of the Heilbronn-Linfoot-Tatuzawa Theorem.  In the preced-

ing section, a lower bound for  L(l, x) ¡s obtained with at most one exceptional
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X-   This bound depends only on k and parameters of the base field K.  It now re-

mains to relate this lower bound to the class number of the field L.  This is ac-

complished by comparing the residues of £K(S) and ¿\ is) at s = 1.  Since L is a

quadratic extension of K, we know

(1) CKis)Lis,y) = CLis).

Thus the residue at s = 1 must be the same for both sides of (1); that is,

lim    is - l)CKis)Lis, x) = lim    is - l)CLis)

(2) *-1+ *-»*

=*hKKKLH,X) = hLKL

where

(3) hK'<K = 2nhKRK/wK^K\     and     Vl = 2V^í>AVKJ-

Theorem 4.1.   Let   I — a be the largest real zero of ¿A(s).  Let a   =

102.16n+1.03(„+l)logK-l|^

(a) // a > l/(8(« + l)2log a ), then k < Í2a   log a J>L)n/A, with at most one

possible exceptional field L.

(b) // a < l/(8(rz + l)2log aj, then

k < max ie1/4<»+1>2a;   iaihL)im-«"+1)2^2)a)i4in + l)2ct)-1^1-4^1^"*2^ 1

with at most one possible exceptional field L.

Proof.   Let us first make some general observations applying to both  cases.

Let  UK  (respectively   U. ) denote the group of units  of  K (respectively  L) and

let WK  (respectively  W. ) denote the group of roots of unity of  K (respectively

L).  Then there is a natural injection  UK/WK —» UL/WL.  Set [UL/WL : UK/WK] =

gQÍL/K).  Since  L  is totally imaginary and  K is totally real, UL/WL  and  UK/W„

ate free abelian groups of rank n — 1, and therefore gAL/K) is finite.  An ele-

mentary argument shows that

(4) 2"-1RK = g0iL/K)RL.

Moreover, elementary facts about the discriminants of algebraic number fields

tell us that

(5) \dL\ = \N\.d2k\.

Combining equations (2)-(5), we see

(6) L(l, x) =    .r/„v      -r-k
g0iL/K)w     h
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(7> =»L(l,x)<(2")"— k-1/2
hK

This last estimate  holds for all abelian characters  x which correspond to a totally

imaginary quadratic extension of  K.   From §3, we also have  available  a lower

bound for L(l, x> la tnis case- Namely, for e < m'm\l/(n + l), 4(n + 1) a] and

log k > max \2(n + l), 1/e},

Ul, X) > .85f/4(« + l)5"/2¿1/8+%<.

with at most one exception.  Thus

•856 < (2,r)" — 4-1/2
4(7Z+l)5"/2¿1/8 + f*7K   " hK

(8)       _, ¿1/2-1/8-6 < (2ff)«(¿L/¿K)4(B + l)5"/2¿KKK/.85f

4(27r)n(« + l)5"/2e,/¿
*3/8-f < -LJÍ . 2"el/2(1.3T+1 log"-V| < a,*"1*.

577/2z

.857

using Lemma 2.1.  The estimate in (8) is valid for e < mini l/(n + l), 4(n + l) a}

and log k > maxi2(72 + l), 1/e} with at most one exception.  It is now desirable to

choose for t a value which minimizes the upper bound for k.  To do this we dif-

ferentiate the two cases.

(a) If a> l/(8(n + l)   log a A, then we may choose t = 1/(2 log a A.  In this

case e < l/(n + l) and í < 4(n + l) a.  Moreover,   l/t > 2(n + l).  Substituting this

value for € in (8) we have, for k > a,, k < (2a   log aA>i) with at most one

exception.

(b) If a< l/(8(z2 + l) log a A we use e = 4(n + l) a to obtain the best pos-

sible result.  Then for k > e 1/4(" + 1)2 a,

k < (*36L)1/(1-4("+1)2("+2)a)(4(72 + 1)2a)-l/(l-4(n+l)2(n+2)a)

with at most one exception.     □

This theorem can be restated in the following manner.

Theorem 4.2.  Ler'   1 — a be the largest real zero of CK(s).

(a) // a > 1/(8(72 + l) log a A, then all totally imaginary quadratic extensions

L of K with class number hL < hQ are such that k < (2a log a,hQ) ' with at

most one exceptional L.

(b) If a< 1/(8(72 + l)   log a A,  then all totally imaginary quadratic extensions

L  of K with class number h,  < h.  are such that

k< max jel/4(72+l)2-;(^o)l/(l-4(n+l)2(n+2)a) (4(n + l)2a)-l/(l-4(n+l)2(n+2)a)¡

with at most one possible exceptional L.
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Theorem 4.3.  Let  K be a real quadratic field.  Then

*<max|«x/36^(a,AL)^1-1^»(36ß)-3/(1-l4^>|

whenever 36/8 < l/(rz + l), where

ß = 6n-l\dK\-l/2\l +6n-l\dK\-l/2log\dK\-l2n-1\dK\-l/2iloglog\dK\+n/2)\.

Proof.   It can be shown (see Groswald [8, p. 296]) that £K(s) has no real zeros

in   1 - ß < s < 1.

The following table gives the value of C(K, l) = Í2a   log a )11/4 where  K =

Qiyjd) is a real quadratic field of class number 1 whose discriminant is less than

100.  For all these fields, ß is too large to be of importance, thus the estimate of

Theorem 4.1(a) applies.

V. Applications of the result.

5.1. Effective classification of all totally  imaginary quadratic extensions  L

with hL = h up to one possible exception.  From the previous results, this effec-

tive classification is reduced to the problem of determining the class numbers of

all totally imaginary quadratic extensions L  of K such that  \d. | < CÍK, h).

There are several ways of doing this.

In the case of L totally imaginary Minkowski's bound tells us that in every

ideal class of L  there is an ideal  8 of L   such that  N 21 < Í2/n)n\J\dL\. Thus in

order to determine all  L  (with one possible exception) such that h.  = h, it suf-

fices to examine those L  such that  \d,\ < CÍK, h).  For each of these L one can

determine all prime ideals  ® such that A/® < Í2/n)n\J\dL |  and thus all integral

ideals 21 such that Ai 21 < Í2/n)"\f\dl\.  These ideals can then be compared to

determine which belong to the same class and thus to determine the class number

of  K.   The exact technique which makes this process effective can be found in

[2, Chapter 3l.

This process of effectivization is extremely unwieldy and requires too many

computations to be of much use. However, in certain cases class number formulas

are available or at least  conjectured.

Returning to the classical case,  a formula has long been known for determin-

ing the class number of an imaginary quadratic field. Namely, for an imaginary

quadratic field of discriminant — d we have

(1) ¿=-rr Z *(*)*•
ld  (x.a~)=\: 0<x<d

This formula has been the basis  for all  actual computation of class numbers of

imaginary quadratic fields.

In the case where  K = QiyD) is a real quadratic field, Hecke was able to

obtain the following result.
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6       dK      \fd~K      log dK a, log a^ C(K, l)

227

2

3

5

6

7

11

13

14

17

19

21

22

23

29

33

37

41

53

57

61

69

73

77

89

93

97

12

5

24

28

44

13

56

17

76

21

88

92

29

33

37

41

53

57

61

69

73

77

89

93

97

2.83

3.46

2.24

4.90

5.29

6.63

3.61

7.48

4.12

8.72

4.58

9.38

9.59

5.38

5.74

6.08

6.40

7.28

7.55

7.81

8.31

8.54

8.89

9.43

9.64

9.85

2.08

2.48

1.61

3.18

3.33

3.78

2.56

4.03

2.83

4.28

3.04

4.48

4.52

3.37

3.50

3.61

3.71

3.97

4.04

4.11

4.23

4.29

4.34

4.49

4.53

4.57

1.40 x 10b

1.67 x 106

1.08 x 106

2.14 x 106

2.24 x 106

2.54 x 106

1.72 x 106

2.71 x 106

1.90 x 106

2.87 x 106

2.04 x 106

3.01 x 106

3.04 x 106

2.26 x 106

2.35 x 106

2.42 x 106

2.49 x 106

2.67 x 106

2.71 x 106

2.76 x 106

2.84 x 106

2.88 x 106

2.91 x 106

3.02 x 106

3.04 x 106

3.67 x 106

14.15

14.33

13.89

14.57

14.62

14.74

14.36

14.81

14.46

14.87

14.53

14.91

14.93

14.63

14.67

14.70

14.73

14.80

14.81

14.83

14.86

14.87

14.89

14.92

14.93

14.94

7.792 x 10

1.308 x 102

3.664 x 102

2.716 x 102

3.110 x 102

4.513 x 102

1.436 x 102

5.447 x 102

1.928 x 102

6.499 x 102

2.380 x 102

7.431 x 102

7.628 x 102

3.221 x 102

3.600 x 102

3.943 x 102

4.272 x 102

5.212 x 102

5.486 x 102

5.770 x 102

6.279 x 102

6.544 x 102

6.770 x 102

7.480 x 102

7.678 x 102

7.878 x 102

20

Table
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Theorem 5.1.1. Let L = Q(\JD, yJQ) be an imaginary quadratic extension of

K = Q(\jD), D > 0, with the integral ideal \ in K as the conductor of L over K,

6 being a totally negative number in  K.  Then the class number h.   of L is given by

gAL/K)     w.
(2) *>L = hK-—;- x(öyVö) £ x(b)g(b)

2n-l       wK B

where B runs over all the ray classes modulo f in K, y £ K is chosen so that

(y\D) has exact denominator f, and x zs tbe ideal character of K associated

to L.   In this formula

G(B) = v(ßM92(uB)a-l^- C¿3>4
* c 1=0

where  [ßv ß2] is the basis of some ideal  in B,  uß = tt(ßly), vß = tt(ß2y),

v(ß^) = /V(j8j)/|/V(j8j)|, and the rational integers a, b, c, and d are determined by

eß2 = aß2 + bß{, eß   = cß2 + dß , where e is the generator of the group of units

which are congruent to one modulo   f and totally positive.   The functions J (x)

and J Ax) are given by

Íx- [x]-V7    for x ¿ Z)
h

0 for   x £ Z)

9Ax) =V2\(x- [x])2 - (x - [x])} + 1/12.
2

Proof.  See Siegel [16, p. 189] and Hecke [9].     □

It should be noted that gAL/K) = 1  or 2 in this case and its exact determin-

ation takes only a finite number of steps.  Moreover, all functions involved in the

formula are elementary, j Ax) and J Ax) being symmetrized Bernoulli functions,

and the formula is useful for computation purposes.

At the time the above result was obtained, Hecke [9, p. 2] conjectured a more

general formula which would determine bL/hK whenever K is totally real and L

is a totally imaginary quadratic extension  of  K.  Namely,

Conjecture 5.1.2.  Es sei k ein total reeller Körper,  8 eine total (d.h. nebst

sämtlichen Konjugierten) negative Zahl aus k.  Dann bestimmt \/S  einen Relative-

körper K, welcher quadratisch bezüglich k und total imaginär ist. Der Quotient

der beiden Klassenzahlen  H and h von  K bezw.  k ist dann als elementare arith-

metische Funktionen von ¿5 darstellbar, von analoger Beschaffenheit wie die

rechte seite von (1).     D

Only a few cases are known where this conjecture has been proven. They in-

clude the two cases given above where   K = Q or  K is a real quadratic field.   The
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others were given by Kummer, where K is the maximal real subfield of a cyclotomic

field Q(<Tft) where p is prime, and by Reidemeister in the case where  K is a to-

tally real cubic field [15].  In these special cases the available formulae may be

used to make the effectivization an easier process.

Thus we see that in any case, by performing suitable computations, we may

classify all L  such that A,  = A with at most one exception.  It remains to see

what can be said about the one possible exception.

5.2. K is normal over Q.  In the case  K is normal over Q it is easily estab-

lished that the exceptional field L must also be normal over Q.  (See Goldstein

[7].) Therefore we have

Theorem 5.2.1.   Let K be normal over Q; let L  be a totally imaginary quad-

ratic extension of K such that A,  = A.   Then either

(1) \dL\ < CiK, h); or

(2) L  is normal over Q.    D

5.3. K is normal over Q, and ¿L = 1. In the special case where A.  = 1, even

more information is available.  First of all, AL = 1 implies A„ = 1 as well ([5],

[7]).  This limits the number of base fields one must investigate.  In addition Gold-

stein [7] has shown that the exceptional field L has a very special form.

Theorem 5.3.1.   Let K be a normal algebraic number field of class number one.

Let L  be a totally imaginary quadratic extension of K with h.  = 1.   Then either

(1) \dL\ < CiK, 1);

(2) f|2;
(3) \\dK\ or

(4) L = Ki\6) where 6 is the discriminant of some  imaginary quadratic field

of class number one.

Proof.  Use Theorem 4.1 and the results of Goldstein [7].     □

Let us define a Siegel  zero as any real  zero  of an ordinary Dirichlet L-series

in the strip  0 < a < 1.  A weak form of the Riemann hypothesis says there are no

Siegel zeros.

Theorem 5.3.2.   Let  K be a normal, totally real field of class number one.

Assume that there are no Siegel zeros.  Then for \d„\  sufficiently large, K can

have at most one totally imaginary quadratic extension L  of class number one;

this   L   is normal over Q and belongs to a finite, effectively determined set of

fields.

Proof.  If there are no Siegel zeros, case (a) of Theorem 4.1 applies. It should

be noticed that this implies  N\- \dK\ = 0(logT\dK\) for some r as  \dK\ —> 00. Then

for  \dA  sufficiently large  (given n) we find AL=l=»A/j:<l with at most one

exception.  Goldstein's results can now  be used to  classify this one exception.    □
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Theorem 5.3.3.  Let  K be any abelian extension of Q whose Galois group has

odd order and such that hK = 1.   Then if \dK\  is sufficiently large, there   exists

at most one totally imaginary quadratic extension L  of K such that h.  =1.  If L

exists, L  is normal over Q and belongs to a finite, effectively determined set of

fields.

Proof.  The classical result states that if ^ is a Dirichlet character such that

X   / Xo'  L(s' X) nas no real zeros for  1 - l/(c log /) < s < 1 where  / is the

period of X-  This result can be effectivized by c = 1200.  If the Galois group of

K has odd order  it has no elements of order 2, and therefore   £„(s) has no real

zeros in   1 - l/(l200 log \dK\) < s < 1.  Therefore again case (a) of Theorem 4.1

applies,    a

5.4. K = Q\f5  and b, = 2.  In this case additional information is available

whenever the norm of the fundamental unit is  — 1.  This result is again due to

Goldstein.

Theorem 5.4.1.  Let K = Q(\D) be a real quadratic field of class number one

whose fundamental unit e has Ne = — 1.   Then it is possible to effectively classify

all L for which h.  =2.

Proof.  See Goldstein [7].    D

5.5. Points for further development.  The results of this paper open up many

possibilities for future research.  The most fruitful area would appear to be the

case where  K is a real quadratic field.  Efforts are now being made to reduce the

constants involved to a level where machine computation of all totally imaginary

quadratic extensions of K of class number one is possible.  Moreover, using Gold-

stein's results [7] some information is available in certain cases for determination

of the fields  L  of class number two.

In particular, it would be desirable to find cases in which the  one possible

exception would not exist.   One interesting question would be

Problem.   Let J   be the set of all totally imaginary biquadratic fields of class

number one which contain a real quadratic field.   Is  J  a finite set?

In order to answer this question, several improvements on the current results

would be needed.  First an improvement on the upper bound for the real zeros of

L(s, x) is needed where y isa real Dirichlet character.  Second,  it would also

be necessary to show that the exceptional field occurs for only a finite number of

base fields  K.

Another interesting application of the result is to the case of cyclotomic fields.

Every cyclotomic field is a totally imaginary quadratic extension of its maximal

totally real subfield.  Moreover, this subfield is abelian over Q.   Thus another ave-

nue of exploration is to determine those cyclotomic fields of class number one.
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Thus there are many approaches to future developments of the results of this

paper. Further research in the determination of class numbers of imaginary quad-

ratic fields is also important as these appear to play a decisive role in the rela-

tive case.
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